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the circus of dr lao wikipedia - a circus owned by a chinese man named dr lao pulls into town one day carrying legendary
creatures from all areas of mythology and legend among them a sea serpent apollonius of tyana who tells dark yet always
truthful fortunes a medusa and a satyr, 7 faces of dr lao 1964 imdb - directed by george pal with tony randall barbara eden
arthur o connell john ericson a mysterious circus comes to a western town bearing wonders and characters that entertain
the inhabitants and teach valuable lessons, the circus of dr lao the satellite of love ric size - the mysterious dr lao travels
on a jackass carrying only himself a fish bowl with a baby catfish dr lao visits the town newspaper to advertise his 2 day
circus to be held at the edge of town the conflict of the story starts with local tycoon clinton stark arthur o connell pitching the
townspeople the idea of their land being worthless, arthur o connell imdb - arthur o connell 1908 1981 dr avery loomis the
right to die 1975 frank lucas the capricorn murders 1974 oliver harwood the case of the tortured titan 1974 judge the
unwritten law part 1 1973 chief owen huston elegy for a vampire 1972 mayor no nudes is good nudes 1972, 7 faces of dr
lao 1964 filmexicon - plot dr lao rides a donkey into abalone arizona and visits edward cunningham s newspaper to place a
large ad for his traveling circus which will play for two nights only though quiet abalone is not peaceful wealthy rancher
clinton stark arthur o connell has inside information that a railroad is coming to town and plans to buy the entire township
while the land is cheap, tds tv movies movies 7 faces of dr lao - 7 faces of dr lao 1964 100 min when the inscrutable dr
lao tony randall and his mystical chinese medicine show roll into the wild west settlement of abalone arizona he ends up in
the middle of an ongoing feud between a ruthless land baron clint stark arthur o connell and an idealistic newspaper editor
ed cunningham john ericson, 7 faces of dr lao 1964 silver scenes a blog for - 7 faces of dr lao was based upon a short
novel by charles finney written in 1935 entitled the circus of dr lao like the main character in the story finney was himself a
newspaperman who lived in a dusty outpost in arizona during the great depression, amazon com 7 faces of dr lao george
pal tony randall - amazon com 7 faces of dr lao george pal tony randall barbara eden arthur o connell john ericson noah
beery jr lee patrick minerva urecal john qualen, 7 faces of dr lao tony randall shows things are not as - no description of
7 faces of dr lao can be made without commenting on the talents of tony randall his portrayal of dr lao and the film s wide
assortment of creatures and incarnations is something to marvel at a performance like this would be a challenge for the
most accomplished of actors but randall pulls each character off with a showy combination of wit and realism
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